
PRODUCT PREVIEW

Synchro-Link® Timing Belts Single Sided (Neoprene and Polyurethane)
Neoprene

When synchronization of the driveN
and driveR speed is required,
Synchro-Link® Timing Belts give
unsurpassed efficiency, economy,
and performance. Bando timing belts
offer these advantages:

Non-Slip, Positive
Performance-Belt-pulley
compatibility and close
manufacturing tolerances
assure that belt teeth mesh
precisely with pulley grooves
for constant output speed
without skipping, vibration, or
speed variation.
Low Maintenance/Economical
Operation-Because timing
belts do not require
retensioning and, unlike gear
or chain,  require no
lubrication, they are ideal for
applications where
maintenance is difficult and
downtime is costly.
Wide Range of Load
Capacities and Speeds-
Design versatility makes
timing belts the right choice
for a variety of applications.
Speeds can range from 0 to
over 10,000 rpm; load
carrying capacity can vary
from fractional to hundreds of
horsepower.

Space and Weight Savings-
Drives are compact because
pulleys are small and center
distances are short. Per
horsepower transmitted,
timing belts weigh only a
fraction of alternative
methods.
Clean, Quiet Operation-Noise
and vibration are kept to a
minimum. Clean operation is
ideal for contamination
sensitive machines.
Low Tension Requirements-
The "tooth grip" principle of
timing belts does not require
high tension, so bearing loads
are minimized, resulting in
longer bearing and motor life.

Construction Features

1. Neoprene Backing-The extra
durable, highly flexible neoprene
backing provides excellent
abrasion and wear resistance-
especially important if power is
transmitted from the back of
the belt. Backing also guards
the tensile cords against oil,
grease, dirt, and moisture.

2. Tensile Cords-Continuous,
helically wound high strength
fiberglass tensile cords
guarantee dimensional stability
to eliminate take up
adjustments. Heavy torque
loads won‚t fatigue this super
strong cord.

3. Teeth-Precision formed, oil and
heat resistant neoprene teeth
have a shear resistance equal
to the tensile strength of the
belt (under standard "6 teeth in
mesh" tests). Tooth design and
tight manufacturing tolerances
provide a constant circular pitch
to assure full surface contact
between belt and pulley for
smooth running characteristics.

4. Facing-The tooth surface is
protected by a low friction,
clean running, wear resistant
woven nylon facing.  Seamless
construction eliminates
vibration.

Polyurethane

Polyurethane timing belts provide a
lightweight drive system, when used
with aluminum or plastic pulleys, and
exceptionally quiet operation. They
are ideal for applications needing
high oil and ozone resistance, and
their extremely clean operation make
them suitable for appliance and
office machine use. Metric sizes are
often found on imported textile
machinery.

Available in both RMA and metric
sizes.

Construction Features

1. Body-Body is made from the
highest quality polyurethane for
maximum oil and ozone
resistance. Non-static
conductive.

2. Tensile Cords-Strong steel
cords, which won't stretch or
fatigue over the life of the belt,
provide high load carrying
capacity and superior tooth
shear strength under shock load
applications.




